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“Omi, I didn’t expect you to call in so many people, did you think, you were a sure winner?”Long Tuqiu
snorted.

Omi laughed, “The day I had a date with you, less than a few hundred people heard about it, it can’t
get out fast enough.”

“Omi, cut the crap, if I don’t beat you up today, my skin will be bruised and battered, I won’t be called
Long Tuqiu.”

Omi said, “Come, let’s hope so, otherwise, won’t so many onlookers be disappointed.”

“Buzz.”Without saying a word, the Long Earth Fur slashed towards Omi.

He was at least a Dao Immortal, and the difference in his realm caused any random strike to be able to
cause a weaker person to directly explode and die.

In this situation, there was no need for Long Tuqiu to think of any moves to use, in front of absolute
power, any move was superfluous, so he struck this blade without any moves, at will.

Omi immediately felt the power that came from Long Tuqiu’s body.

“Damn, this is going to cut me in one slash, this Long Earth Fur, he says he’s beaten me all over, but in
reality, he wants to kill me ah.Even if he kills me, he can come and say that I’m too weak to be beaten,
and kill me with a random move.”Omi seemed to understand why Long Tuqiu didn’t use any moves at
the moment, just a random chop.

Unfortunately, Long Tuqiu was going to miss.

Omi didn’t dodge at all, a faint, invisible layer of light flashed on his body, and after Long Tujiao’s
blade slashed at Omi’s body, Omi trembled and quickly shifted all his attacks onto Long Tujiao. The
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“Ah.”The long earth fur screamed and his body flew backwards a dozen steps.

“This?”Long Tuqiu was unsure.

The onlookers also seemed to be confused, Omi didn’t seem to be doing anything, why did Chang
Tuqiu back away instead?

“I’ll cleave you.”Long Tuqiu didn’t think much about it, and once again used the Shura Divine Saber to
kill up, this time, he no longer chopped at random, but took out his strongest power.

Omi combined his swords and immediately met it.

Omi didn’t defend against Long Tuqiu’s attack at all, allowing Long Tuqiu to hit him.



“Boom.”This super strong slash of Long Tu Jiu killed Omi, and Omi immediately shifted to the other
side.

“Ah.”Long Tuqiu screamed once again, as if he had received an extremely strong attack.

Omi, on the other hand, now took advantage of the opportunity and combined his swords to slash at
Long Tuqiu’s arm, which immediately broke off.

Long Tuqiu was so furious that he slapped Omi’s chest at close range.

“Bang.”In the next second, it was Chang Tujou himself who flew away, Chang Tujou felt as if he had
been slapped.

“Poof.”Long Tuqiu was injured one after another, and now received another slap from himself,
vomiting blood.

Omi flew back and stood dozens of meters away from Chang Tuqiu, Chang Tuqiu had broken an arm
and was spitting blood, looking extremely wretched, it was clear that there was no need to compete
anymore, Chang Tuqiu had lost completely.

It was just that this battle, almost everyone was baffled, how exactly did Omi win?Other than that
sword, none of them saw any extra movement from Omi.

“Why is that?”Nagatoujou asked angrily, feeling very ashamed.

“What why?To lose is to lose.”

“Why is it that every time I attack you, you don’t dodge, but as a result, nothing happens to you

, but I was seriously injured, I don’t believe you were able to dodge and counterattack me in such a
short period of time.”

Omi snorted, “Why should I tell you.”

At this moment, a mentor flew out of the crowd, that mentor was from the Department of Spells.

That tutor asked, “Fellow student Omi, you didn’t just cast the Star Shifting Great Law, did
you?However, it can’t be, you’re from the Air Tearing Department, not the Spell Department, and the
Star Shifting Great Law isn’t something that ordinary people can practice, the Spell Department has
not been able to train many geniuses since ancient times.”

Omi said, “I didn’t expect that there were people who recognized it.”

“What? You mean, what you just performed, is really the Star Shift Great Law?”

“Yeah, the Star Shifting Great Law, and, it’s the second level of the Star Shifting Great Law.”

“This, how is this possible, you’re not a spell department?”

“Yeah, I’m not a spell department, but who says that only spell department can refine it, I borrowed
the token of the spell department’s Hua Mingxin classmate before and entered the spell department’s
library, then I memorized the Star Shifting Great Law and practiced it when I had time, then I practiced
it to the second level.”



“Heavens.”

At this moment, everyone was stunned, the Star Shift Dafa that had been refined by less than ten
people in the history of the Immortal Academy had been practiced by an empty tearing department.

In the crowd, Hua Mingxin’s entire body stayed there, incredulous.

The long earth fur on the other side was also stupid.

Omi said, “Alright, I won today’s duel.”

The crowd didn’t cheer, but everyone had Omi in mind at the moment.

In the crowd, Tang Huan’s mother, Ding Lan, laughed, “This kid, no wonder he dared to fight a duel
with the Dao Immortal, it turns out that he has refined the second layer of the Star Shifting Great Law,
tsk tsk, what a genius.This is going to sensationalize the entire Immortal Academy, I’m sure the dean
will be shocked when he finds out.”

Tang Huan said happily, “Mother, so, Grandfather is able to accept my phase?”

“I guess it’s okay, after all, he refined the Star Shift Great Law ah, it’s a talent, no matter how snobbish
your grandfather is, he can’t even ignore this kind of genius.Huanhuan, congratulations ah, it looks like
you can legally be with Omi.”

“Mmhmm, great.”

At the scene, all the students from the Spell Department looked at Omi adoringly.

Omi smiled slightly, it seemed that it would be easy to succeed in opening a training course in the
Department of Spells afterwards, because, with the worship of the students of the Department of
Spells, they would be able to make Omi’s business invincible.

“Alright, classmates, let’s disperse, today’s duel is over, some other day, I will open a training shop in
the Department of Spells as well, I hope that all of you students from the Department of Spells will
take care of me, hahaha.”

Hearing Omi’s words, all of a sudden, those instructors of the Department of Spells turned pale, it’s
over, another strong competitor.

In the crowd, Hua Mingxin looked at Omi obsessively, her eyes seemed to be filled with unspeakable
meanings, but when she saw Omi fly in front of Tang Huan and hold Tang Huan’s hand, Hua Mingxin
felt a hidden burst of inexplicable envy inside.

Tang Huan’s mother was busy saying, “Good boy, when did you practice the Star Shifting Technique,
you didn’t say anything.”

“Auntie, it’s not too late to know now.”

“Alright, just wait for the dean to summon you.”

“The dean to see me?It’s not so much, it’s not just practicing a star shift technique.”
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